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Abstract. The widespread availability of networked environments and the arrival of high-speed networks have
rekindled interest in the area of automatic data refresh/update mechanisms. In many application areas, the updated
information has a limited period of usefulness. Therefore, the development of systems and protocols that can
handle such update tasks within predefined deadlines is required. In this paper, we propose and evaluate two real-
time update-propagation mechanisms in a client-server environment. The fundamental difference in these two
time-constrained techniques, Client–Push and Server-Push, is in the location where the push-transactions are
generated. In both these techniques, and in contrast to conventional methods, we propose the transport of the
scripts of updating transactions in order to make client-cached data current. This avoids unnecessary shipments
of data over the network. Instead, messages are used to maintain the consistency of cached data. In addition, the
propagation of update transaction scripts to client sites is neither periodic nor mandatory, but is instead based on
client-specific criteria. These criteria depend on the content of the database objects being updated. We carry out a
comprehensive experimental evaluation of the suggested methods as we examine the following aspects: (a) time
constrained push scheduling issues, (b) effects of various workloads on real-time push-transaction completion
rates (efficiency), and (c) overheads imposed by push-transactions on the regular transaction processing. Our
experiments show that Client–Push outperforms Server-Push only for a small number of clients. The opposite is
true once the load is increased by attaching a large number of sites per server. The efficiency of the update push
protocols is, as expected, dependent on the load on the system as well as the percentage of updates to the database.
Surprisingly, the percentage of successfully completed real-time push-transactions is not affected very much by
the strategy used to schedule them.
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1. Introduction

Most contemporary database and corporate information systems have been built on a base
architecture of inter-networked sites [2, 4]. The Client-Server Database (CSD) paradigm,
in particular, has become very common in the realization of such systems. The server
hosts the database and clients, with the assistance of communication networks, query and
update it. In the past, such clients acted as little more than user-interface devices. Now,
with the decreasing cost of powerful workstations, clients can also be utilized to perform
database processing [5, 40, 43]. Through the use of local memory and disk buffers, frequently
accessed data are cached at the clients and subsequent user operations on this data are
off-loaded from the server to the clients [7]. This localized processing of transactions
results in faster response times but requires more elaborate schemes for concurrency control
[5, 40, 43] and crash recovery [11, 25].
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An important measure of performance in the client-server model has been the response
time in obtaining data from the server and the swift availability of updated data. There has
been considerable research in this area with regard to improving server response times with-
out compromising the requirements of data consistency and concurrency control [28, 43].
The increasing availability of dedicated network bandwidth gives us the opportunity to fo-
cus on automatic data update/refresh mechanisms. The process of automatically updating
cached data or information is calledupdate-push, and computing systems that implement
such techniques are calledpush-servers. Until very recently, limited processing power at
the server and constraints on network capacities have made push-server implementations
somewhat limited in scope. Logically, current push mechanisms [8, 30, 35] operate as
follows:

• Logical predicates specify the data that client machines want to receive automatic updates
to.
• At specific time-intervals, or when the data changes, the updated data is automatically

sent (pushed) to the client where it is displayed in place of, or in addition to, the old data.
• All updates to the data occur only at the server.

However, in reality, most push techniques execute in the form of a “programmed” pull.
This means that the client site is set to contact the server at periodic intervals and download
updates to the data [30]. The major disadvantage of this method is that the frequency with
which automatic updates are propagated does not depend on the content of the data, but
only on the pre-specified refresh interval. Limiting updates to the server simplifies the push
protocol but does not reflect the contemporary mode of operation of client-server database
systems, where the data can be updated at the clients as well. In order to address the issue
of automatic update propagation in this environment, we propose the implementation of
content-based push-servers.

In the discussion of our push techniques, we refer to updates occurring in the underlying
CSD asregular updates so as to distinguish them from the pushed update transactions (or
push-transactions). If a regular update causes the value of a data object to breach pre-
specified conditions (such as range, lower or upper limits, inequalities, etc.) then the update
in question needs to be “pushed” to the interested parties (i.e., clients) in the network.
The effect of thispush-transactionis to bring the data cached at all such sites up to date.
Hence, the push mechanism is data-triggered rather than monotonic (i.e., simply based
on elapsed time intervals). Another important feature of our proposal is that the effects
of regular updates are propagated by shipping those transactions (as scripts) to interested
clients where they are re-executed on locally cached copies of the data. Figure 1 shows the
three types of transactions in the system: regular updates, queries and push-transactions.
Regular updates and queries are part of the underlying client-server database while push-
transactions belong to the automatic data refresh mechanism. It is worth noting that at any
given time, networked sites can execute all three types of transactions simultaneously.

We describe two different mechanisms to push data updates to interested clients, namely:
Server–Push and Client–Push. The basic difference in these two mechanisms is the point
at which the push-transactions are initiated. In Server–Push, a regular update at a client is
first shipped to the server where the effect of the update is evaluated against the set of client
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Figure 1. Classification of transactions.

push criteria. If the push criteria for some clients are satisfied then the updating transaction
(i.e., the script) is pushed to those clients, thus avoiding unnecessary data movement. In
Client–Push, the set of push-criteria attached to an object is initially shipped along with
the object itself to a client that has issued an exclusive request. A regular update on this
cached object causes the push-criteria to be evaluated at the client itself. The resulting push-
transactions are sent to the corresponding clients directly bypassing the server. We would
like to emphasize that the term Server–Push should not be confused with the conventional
concept of a push-server [30]. A push-server merely indicates push-type of operations
instigated anywhere in the network (i.e., server or client).

In our model, clients define their data sets of interest, and provide logical predicates (push-
predicates) that specify the conditions to be satisfied for automatic updates to their cached
copies of that data. Client predicates are in the form of forward-chaining ECA (Event-
Condition-Action) rules, which are similar to production rules [14, 32, 42]. We consider
events to be updates on the database. Once an event occurs, push-predicates that act as
ECA conditions are evaluated. When a client’s condition evaluates to true, the action taken
is to ship the update to this client. We also impose time constraints on the transmission
and execution of push-transactions [29, 31]. This is because in many applications like
stock/futures market systems and geographical positioning systems, the usefulness of the
data gets drastically reduced as it becomes older [35]. Thus, the deadlines corresponding
to each push-criterion are used to impose aperiod of usefulnesson the update. We create
an extended form of the ECA template by incorporating such time constraints:

ON<EVENT> IF<CONDITION> THEN<ACTION> WITHIN<DEADLINE>

The requirement that updates to the database be communicated to interested users within
pre-specified deadlines at all times may be unreasonable given the network infrastructure
in today’s corporate environments. However, with ever increasing network speeds and
bandwidths, such user expectations can be met in the near future [3]. The algorithms used to
prioritize time-constrained database transactions have a significant impact on the percentage
of transactions that complete successfully [1, 19]. Therefore, in this paper, we consider
three policies that have been widely used for scheduling real-time tasks. These policies,
along with two additional criteria that we have developed, are described later in the paper.
It should be noted that there are no deadline constraints on regular updates or queries.
Deadlines are imposed only on push-transactions (i.e., scripts) as our emphasis is on the
timely communication of data updates to interested sites within a network.
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In order to evaluate the proposed protocols, we first developed detailed simulation pack-
ages for a data-shipping client-server database framework. Using this initial testbed, we
performed a comprehensive study of the two push protocols under varying workloads. Sim-
ulation results indicate that although the Client–Push strategy is better for a small number
of clients, Server–Push is clearly more scalable as the number of clients increases. To fully
verify our simulation results, we implemented two operational prototypes running on a net-
work of workstations (NOW). The outcome of our prototype experimentation shows very
similar trends to those derived through simulation and provides conclusive evidence of the
above results.

The paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we describe the data-shipping
client-server database model. Section 3 describes the two update-push protocols while
Section 4 outlines the simulation and prototype experiments and presents our experimental
results. We discuss related work in Section 5. Conclusions can be found in Section 6.

2. The client-server database framework

This section describes the database processing model and locking scheme in a data-shipping
client-server database (CSD) [5, 28]. The push-transactions and their supporting mecha-
nisms described in this paper are superimposed on this architecture. Here, the database
resides at the server and user transactions are initiated at the clients (figure 2). Client com-
puting systems are expected to have significant processing and storage capabilities. A local
area network is assumed to provide transport support for both query/update requests and

Figure 2. Used client-server framework.
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data/result shipping. When a client transaction needs to access a database object, it first
checks if the object is cached locally (with the required lock). If it isn’t, the server is re-
quested to grant the necessary lock and ship the object over to the client. Once all the
requisite data becomes available, the transaction is locally executed at the client. Hence, all
the transaction processing (TP) is performed at the clients while the server performs only
low-level database functionalities on behalf of the requesting clients. Once data objects
have been fetched from the server, they are cached at the client along with the acquired
locks even after the transaction that requested them is over. This is called inter-transaction
caching and it allows future requests on the cached data to be satisfied locally. Available
disk and memory buffers at the clients are utilized in order to perform such caching. The
use of data-shipping in conjunction with inter-transaction caching offers the following ad-
vantages: (i) off-loading of database processing from the server to the clients, (ii) shorter
transaction response times as the data is stored closer to its point of use, and (iii) reduction
of network usage and contention when transactions demonstrate spatial and/or temporal
locality of database accesses.

The server coordinates concurrency-control in the NOW [5, 28] with the help of a global
lock table. There are two kinds of locks,shared(read) andexclusive(read-write), and the
locking scheme works as follows:

• If a client has requested a shared lock on an object, the server grants the lock only if
no other client has an exclusive Lock on that object. Similarly, if a client requests an
exclusive lock on an object, then this lock is granted only if no other client has any type
of lock on that object. When a lock is granted to a client, a copy of the object is shipped
over to the requesting client, if necessary.
• If an object is out of reach due to a conflicting request, then a callback mechanism is in

effect. The goal of the callback mechanism is to recall the object in discussion as soon
as possible. The clients currently holding the lock(s) are notified by the server to return
both lock(s) and object(s) as soon as their operation is complete. Only when the object(s)
has been returned does the server grant the lock to an outstanding request(s) and send the
object to the appropriate client(s).

This locking scheme is a variant of stricttwo phase locking(2PL) [27, 28] for distributed
environments. As all objects that are accessed by a regular client transaction have to be
appropriately locked by the client, it is guaranteed that regular updates to the database are
serializable. The server is also responsible for detecting and resolving deadlocks. This is
achieved by maintaining a wait-for graph whose nodes represent clients and objects, and
edges correspond to granted and outstanding requests. A resolution heuristic that could be
used here is that a client is preempted only if it participates in a cycle, has acquired a lock
and is currently blocked.

Since objects are cached in an inter-transaction manner, locks on cached objects are
released only when the server requests the client to do so (callback). For example, a read-
only (SL) cached lock is only released when the server indicates that it has been requested
an exclusive lock on that object by another client. If a client needs to create space in its
short and long term memory, objects can be returned to the server.
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In the following section, we discuss push-transactions and their supporting mechanisms.
Such push-transactions work simultaneously with conventional transaction processing.

3. Automatic update propagation

This section describes the push protocols in detail and also discusses the policies used to
schedule time constrained push-transactions.

3.1. Terminology

In this subsection, we describe the two basic elements of our push protocols, namely, push-
predicates and push-transactions.

Client push-predicates: Clients specify the data sets of their interest by providing logical
predicates. These are calledpush-predicates. Thecompleteset of client push-predicates
(also termed base of predicates) is stored at the server at all times. A client’s push-
predicates denote not only the data that is to be automatically updated, but also specify
the conditions under which updates should be propagated. In addition, a deadline is
associated with every push-predicate which indicates a preferred time interval within
which an update should be visible at the client.

The conditions specified in push-predicates are made up of conjunctions of boolean
atoms that designate thresholds for database object values. For example, an user at a
client computer (Client ID 34) may be interested in tracking the share price of XYZ Inc.
To receive automatic updates of this information, the user can specify a push-predicate
to the server of the database system. A template for such a push-predicate is given in
figure 3. It specifies that the stock price of XYZ Inc. is to be pushed to Client 34 when
the price drops below $8.50. Client 34 should receive this update within five minutes of
the condition being satisfied.

Push predicates are only evaluated after the completion of a regular update, and not
after a push-transaction finishes. Therefore, it is not possible for a push-transaction to
trigger new ones.

Push-transactions: When a regular update to a database object causes violation of client
push-predicate criteria, a push-transaction is shipped to each of the interested sites. A
push-transaction specifies the operations to be performed on client cached objects and
consists of the script of the original update. But, it is worth noting that push-transactions
are different from regular updates. Regular updates have to work within the constraints of

Figure 3. A push predicate template.
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the distributed two-phase locking protocol [5, 28]. In contrast, push-transactions need not
acquire global exclusive locks on the cached data that they modify. Instead, the correct
execution of a push-transaction is ensured by verifying that the objects accessed by it
are in the same state as prior to the execution of the corresponding regular update. The
version number of each object is used as an indicator of its state.

Once a push-transaction (i.e., the script) is received, the client processes it in order
to bring its own copy of the involved object(s) to the current state. With this form of
localized transaction processing, the amount of data that needs to be transported over
the network can be reduced considerably. Push-transactions are scheduled with a higher
priority than regular ones as they have to ideally complete within given time constraints.
The manner in which transactions (regular and push) are handled by client transaction
schedulers is described later in this section.

3.2. Types of push-transactions

There are several forms that push-transactions can take depending on the type of database
object and the updating action to be performed. The two basic types are absolute-update
and relative-update. An absolute-update can be pushed to clients at any time without risking
global data consistency. An example of this is to set the stock price of XYZ Inc. to $56 per
share at all sites that are interested in this information. In contrast, a relative-update can
only be shipped if the client’s copy of the object is data-consistent with the latest-copy, just
before the update in question. An example relative-update would be to increase the stock
price of XYZ Inc. by $0.53.

Since clients’ push-criteria for the same data object can be different, it is possible that
several versions of the data object are cached at different clients. Therefore, in order to
manage relative-updates, it is necessary to maintain version information about the objects
cached at the clients. In addition, a transaction precedence list (TPL) and the corresponding
transaction scripts also need to be stored. Using this information, it can be determined which
push-transactions (scripts) affect the copies of an object cached at different clients. Finally,
the scripts have to be shipped to these clients so as to produce consistent database object
values. The server undertakes the management of the TPLs.

Before a relative-update is pushed to a client, the objects’ versions at that client are
checked and multiple push-transactions are shipped together, if necessary. However, when
many versions of an object are proliferated throughout the system, the overhead involved in
maintaining TPLs for each object can become very large. In order to keep these overheads at
a manageable level, we propose that the system maintain only a fixed number of transactions
in the TPL for each object. When a client’s version of the object falls farther behind than is
possible to update using TPL push-transactions, the latest copy of the object (actual data) is
shipped to that client. Depending on which site handles this processing, two different push
strategies are proposed later in this section.

Consider the push-predicates shown in figures 4 and 5. These predicates can be part
of a supply chain management system. The first predicate indicates thatClient1 is inter-
ested in being informed within five minutes when the inventory level ofWidgetsfalls
below 500 units. On the other hand,Client2 needs to know whenever more than 200
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Figure 4. Push predicate for client 1.

Figure 5. Push predicate for client 2.

Figure 6. Supporting data structures for push-transaction handling.

Widgetsare allotted to an assembly line within three minutes after the change occurs
(figure 5).

Let the original quantity ofWidgetsin the inventory be 900 units.ObjectA contains
both the quantity ofWidgetsas well as any additional required information. This object
is cached—in a shared mode—atClient1 andClient2. This state of affairs is depicted in
figures 6 and 7 as the initial state (shown as “Initially” ). At this time,Client3 does not
maintain a cached copy ofObjectA. This information is accurately reflected in the server’s
global lock table which also maintains the version numbers ofObjectA cached at each client.

Consider the following transactions:

T1: Allocate 50Widgetsfrom the inventory to Assembly Line 1.
T2: Allocate 250Widgetsfrom the inventory to Assembly Line 7.
T3: Allocate 175Widgetsfrom the inventory to Assembly Line 2.
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Figure 7. Evolution of values of a client cached object.

Below, we present a possible scenario for the execution of these transactions whereT1 and
T2 are initiated atClient3, andT3 is executed atClient2.

1. T1 at Client3: Since T1 is a regular update, it is imperative thatClient3 obtains an
exclusive lock onObjectA. Therefore,Client3 requests an exclusive lock onObjectA
from the server. Now the server issues callbacks toClient1 andClient2 requesting them
both to release their shared locks on the object. Once both clients have released their
locks, the server grants an exclusive lock toClient3 and ships the object over to it.

Note that althoughClient1 andClient2 have released their locks on the object, they are
not required to dispense with the cached copies of the object. At either sites, the “out-
dated” cached object is updated by a regular transaction that uses the object or when the
clients’ push-criteria for that object are met and a push-transaction is propagated to it.

OnceT1 completes, the inventory level ofWidgetsis 850. At this point, push-predicates
for Client1 andClient2 are evaluated. Since neither push-criteria are satisfied, there is
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no update to be propagated.T1 is added to the TPL forObjectA. Note that the TPL also
stores the “before” and “after” version numbers of the object.

This new state is depicted in figures 6 and 7 as state “After T1.”
2. T2 at Client3: SinceClient3 already has an exclusive lock on the object, it can runT2

immediately. This modifies the value of availableWidgetsto 600. The copy of the object
at the server is also updated. TransactionT2 is added to the TPL forObjectA.

After T2 completes, the second push-criterion (figure 5) is met and a push-transaction
is shipped toClient2. Since the copy ofObjectA at Client2 is two versions behind, the
push-transaction consists of the scripts of the two updates that have taken place atClient3,
namelyT1 andT2. This is done with the assistance of the server’s TPL structure. When
this push-transaction reachesClient2, it modifies the copy ofObjectA without having to
acquire an exclusive lock. The total effect of these two updates is shown in figures 6 and
7 as the state labeled “After T2.”

3. T3 at Client2: As Client2 has to acquire an exclusive lock onObjectA, it dispatches a
request to the server. The server recalls the object fromClient3, and then ships the latest
copy of the object (actual data) toClient2.

OnceClient2 has received the latest version of the object it allowsT3 to execute. The
execution ofT3 triggers the push criterion that is pertinent toClient1 (i.e., figure 4). Now
a push-transaction has to be shipped toClient1 to update its inventory ofWidgetsto 425
units. It is evident thatClient1 is “left” behind three versions/regular transactions so this
push-transaction is made up of the scripts of all three updatesT1, T2 andT3. This state
is depicted in figures 6 and 7 as state “After T3.” At Client3, the value of theInventory
Levelremains at 600 units asClient3 has no pertinent push-predicate.

In general, push-transactions may be handled in two distinct ways. They can be forwarded
to interested clients with the assistance of of the server which maintains the complete
push-predicate set. Alternatively, if client sites maintain their own push-predicate subsets,
then push-transactions can bypass the server and propagate the necessary scripts directly
to affected clients. These two schemes are termed Server–Push and Client–Push and we
elaborate on them later in the section.

3.3. Scheduling push-transactions

A soft-type deadline is associated with each push-transaction and indicates the time within
which the update must reach a particular client. A push-transaction is said to have success-
fully completed only if the update has successfully reached the requesting client within its
specified time constraint. In time constrained systems, the priority assignment scheme used
to schedule tasks often plays an important part in deciding the efficiency of the system. This
efficiency is measured in terms of the percentage of transactions completed within their
deadlines. In this paper, a push-transaction that misses its deadline is still executed with a
lower priority. This is done so that concerned NOW sites ultimately “see” modifications
made by others in a graceful manner.

Several methods have been used to assign priorities to task with time constraints [1, 9, 23].
The most elementary ones are:
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• First-Come First-Serve(FCFS): This policy schedules tasks to be processed in the order
in which they arrive. Since the deadline is not used, FCFS will schedule a newly arrived
task with an earlier deadline after an older task that has a later deadline. Therefore, FCFS
serves only as a baseline for comparison with other scheduling disciplines.
• Earliest Deadline(ED): The task with the earliest deadline is assigned the highest priority.

As this policy does not take the expected processing time for tasks into consideration, it
has the weakness that it can schedule tasks that have missed their deadline or are certain
to.
• Least Slack First(LS): For each task, a slack timeS= d− (t + E), is defined. Here,t is

the current time, andE andd are the estimated processing time and deadline for the task
respectively. The slack time,S, is an estimate of how long a task can be delayed without
missing its deadline. The task with the least available slack time is scheduled first.

An important assumption that we make when using the LS scheduling discipline is
that the expected processing time of all tasks is known. The availability of the expected
processing time for a task also allows us to determine the feasibility of the task meeting
its deadline. In this manner, tasks that are expected to miss their deadlines are designated
asTardy Transactions, and are executed at a lower (default) priority. In ED scheduling,
we adjust the deadline of a push-transaction by an estimate of the time required to ship
the push-transaction to its execution point. Similarly, in LS scheduling, we include this
transmission-time estimate as part of the expected processing timeE when calculating the
slack for the transaction. This is an adaptation of the virtual deadline assignment technique
proposed in [22].

In the context of push-transaction scheduling, we take advantage of additional available
information to enhance the quality of the schedules generated by the discussed priority-
assignment algorithms. This information can be used at run-time and consists of:

• Client Count(CC): This denotes the number of clients that are interested in receiving a
particular update. The use of this information allows the scheduler to break ties among
push-transactions by choosing the transaction which affects a greater number of clients
first.
• De-scheduling of Redundant Push-Transaction Shipments(DRT): Using available infor-

mation about the push-transactions’ operation and data object accesses, we attempt to
de-schedule push-transactions whose effect has been affected by later push-transactions.
This technique is useful for eliminating absolute and relative-updates that are succeeded
by an absolute-update on the same data. For example, consider a database objectO9, and
transactionsT1 andT2 that updateO9 one after the other. Now, if the push-transactions
corresponding toT1 andT2 are scheduled to be shipped to a particular client then, ideally,
it is necessary to ship only the push-transaction forT2 to that client. IfT1 has not yet been
pushed to the client then it can be dropped from the push schedule.

Such de-scheduling can be done at the site that is performing the update propagation.
Once push-transactions have been received by interested NOW sites, it is again necessary
to detect and eliminate redundant push-transactions. It is also important to ensure that
the execution of push-transactions does not cause corruption of data at the client sites.
This is done by the transaction schedulers at the clients.
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Figure 8. Server–push.

3.4. Description of the push protocols

3.4.1. Server–push. In this mechanism, all regular updates at the clients are immediately
sent to the server. The complete set of client push-predicates is stored only at the server.
Once a client update reaches the server, the base of push-predicates is evaluated to determine
whether this change to the database state has triggered any push-transactions. If a regular
update satisfies client-specified criteria then the server is required to push the update to
such clients in the form of push-transactions. These push-transactions are transmitted to
the requesting clients where they are executed to bring the clients’ copies of the database
objects up-to-date. The Server–Push mechanism is depicted in figure 8. At any given time,
the server may have several push-transactions that are to be shipped to various sets of
clients. These push-transactions are scheduled according to policies that try to minimize
the number of missed deadlines in a soft time constrained fashion. The latter means that
even if a push-transaction misses its deadline, it will ultimately be scheduled for execution
using the default priority.

The outline of the Server–Push protocol is as follows:

0. Regular Update Transaction T commits at Client C.
1. Copies of the objects that have been updated by transaction T are shipped to the

server, along with the transaction script for T .
2. For each object that T has updated

2.1 The server evaluates the clients’ push-predicates associated with that object.
2.2 IF (the push-criteria for Client D are satisfied) THEN the server looks up in its

version table as to check which version of the object is currently cached at Client
D.

2.2.1 IF (the object at Client D is one version behind the latest) THEN update
transaction T is to be shipped to Client D.
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2.2.2 ELSE IF (the object at Client D is more than one version behind the latest
but it can be updated using transaction scripts stored in the TPL) THEN
such transactions from the TPL and transaction T are scheduled to be
shipped from the Server to Client D.

2.2.3 ELSE IF ((the object is not cached at Client D at all) or (the object is so
many versions behind that it cannot be updated using transactions stored
in the TPL)) THEN the latest copy of the object is transferred from the
Server to Client D.
ENDIF

ENDIF

3. All the scheduled push-transactions are shipped to the appropriate clients. Transac-
tion T is added to the TPL corresponding to that object.

4. Once these push-transactions arrive at their respective clients, they are handled
by the clients’ transaction scheduler and scheduled for execution according to the
scheduling policy in use.

As an example, consider a regular transaction atClient23 that reads objectsO3 andO11,
and updatesO91. In order to be able to execute this transaction,Client23 has to first acquire
an exclusive lock onO91, and shared locks on objectsO3 and O11. Once these locks are
secured, the transaction can go ahead and modifyO91. After the transaction commits, its
script is immediately shipped to the server along with the new version of objectO91. The
server examines push-predicates associated withO91 to examine whether any push-criteria
for any clients are met. If so, appropriate transaction scripts are shipped to those clients. At
the clients, the push-transactions received from the server are scheduled at a higher priority
than local regular transactions. The deadline associated with each push-transaction is used
to assign it a priority among the other scheduled push-transactions.

As the evaluation of the base of predicates is done in a centralized manner (at the server
only), only the server database system needs to be adapted significantly to perform such
updates in a traditional client-server environment. The client database system needs minor
modifications to accommodate the receipt and scheduling of push-transactions. The over-
heads introduced by this protocol on the processing of regular database transactions are:
(i) the evaluation of the push predicates following each regular update and the shipment
of the push-transactions, (ii) the immediate shipment of updated database objects from the
clients to the server (this is unlike conventional data-shipping CSDs where updated objects
are returned to the server only when they are explicitly called back), and (iii) execution of
push-transactions at the clients. This protocol for pushing updated data to clients is expected
to be beneficial when the server is better placed to deliver the updates than the originating
client. This is the case when the network topology resembles a star or when the server has
faster access to the network than the clients.

3.4.2. Client–push. In this technique, the client pushes modifications to concerned clients
directly—as simple point-to-point transfers. When a client is granted an exclusive lock on
an object, the set of push-predicates associated with that object are shipped over to the
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Figure 9. Client–push.

client. In addition, the client also maintains the TPL for that object. The complete set of
push-predicates cached at a client forms its local base of predicates. After a regular update
modifies an object, the local base of predicates is evaluated to determine which clients
require the update to be communicated to them. The update is shipped to the interested set
of clients directly. These pushes are assigned priorities according to the used scheduling
algorithm and are executed in that order. The server is treated on a par with the other clients
and an update-push is scheduled to the server as well (figure 9).

The algorithm for Client–Push is:

0. Regular Update Transaction T commits at Client C.
1. The push-predicates, object version lists and TPLs for the objects exclusively locked

by Client C are available locally. Therefore, for each object that T has updated:

1.1 Client C evaluates the push-predicates associated with that object.
1.2 IF (the push-criteria for Client D are satisfied) THEN the client looks up in its

version table as to which version of the object is currently cached at Client D.

1.2.1 IF (the object at Client D is one version behind the latest) THEN update
transaction T is scheduled to be pushed to Client D.

1.2.2 ELSE IF (the object at Client D is more than one version behind the latest
but it can be updated using transaction scripts stored in the TPL) THEN
such transactions from the TPL and transaction T are scheduled to be
shipped from this Client to Client D.

1.2.3 ELSE IF ((the object is not cached at Client D at all) or (the object is so
many versions behind that it cannot be updated using transaction scripts
stored in the TPL)) THEN the latest copy of the object is transferred from
this Client to Client D.
ENDIF

ENDIF
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3. All scheduled push-transactions are shipped to the appropriate clients and to the
server. Transaction T is added to the TPL corresponding to that object.

4. Once these push-transactions arrive at their respective clients, they are handled
by the clients’ transaction scheduler and scheduled for execution according to the
scheduling policy in use. The server also executes these updates on its copies of
the data objects.

Consider, once again, the example of a transaction atClient23 that reads objectsO3

and O11, and updatesO91. Since this is a regular transaction, the client acquires shared
locks on O3 and O11, and an exclusive lock onO91. The transaction can proceed only
after all these locks have been acquired. Once the transaction commits, the push-predicates
associated withO91 in the client’s predicate-base are evaluated. If there are any clients that
are interested in receiving this update, then push-transactions are pushed to those clients
directly. The update is also shipped to the server to modify the copy ofO91 stored there.
Even after the transaction has committed,Client23 retains the exclusive lock onO91, the
shared locks onO3 andO11, and also keeps the push predicates associated withO91 in its
own base of predicates. Now, if a future transaction requests an exclusive lock on the object,
the request can be satisfied locally.

The advantage offered by this technique is that the push load is off-loaded from the
server giving it more processing power to serve non-push data object requests. Contrary to
the Server–Push scheme, adapting a traditional CSD to provide such update management
techniques, requires considerable modification to the client database system. Such modifi-
cation includes incorporation of a push-transaction scheduler and an evaluation mechanism
for the base of push-predicates. Here, the server database calls for few modifications. The
overheads introduced by the Client–Push protocol are: (i) shipping the push-predicates
and clients’ object version information associated with each exclusively locked object, (ii)
evaluating the push-predicates after each update and shipping the push-transactions to in-
terested clients, and (iii) re-executing the updates on the clients’ copies of the updated
data.

3.5. Transaction handling at the clients

The transaction scheduler at each client is responsible for ensuring that the execution of
regular transactions and push-transactions is performed correctly. This is an important task
because an incorrect order of execution or an improper interleaving of regular updates
and push-transactions can corrupt the contents of client-cached data objects. When two
transactions access disjoint sets of objects, their execution can be performed either in serial
or in parallel without any special considerations. Otherwise, a client’s transaction scheduler
is required to handle three possible situations that can arise due to conflicting object accesses,
namely: (i) when two regular transactions access the same data in a conflicting manner, (ii)
when a push-transaction updates the data that is being used by a regular transaction, and
(iii) when the data access sets of two push-transactions conflict. The way in which each of
these cases is handled is described below.
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(i) Two regular transactions access some database objects in a conflicting manner: Reg-
ular transactions are required to lock the data that they access in the proper mode
(shared or exclusive). In such cases, the order in which two transactions get to access a
database object is determined by their success in acquiring the appropriate locks with
the help of both the local and the server’s lock managers.

Transactions cannot be granted conflicting locks on the same object. Conflicting
locks requests are granted by the lock manager serially. This guarantees that all database
accesses by regular transactions are serialized. Local lock managers also perform the
necessary deadlock detection to make sure that locally cached objects are not locked
indefinitely.

(ii) Object accessed by a push-transaction conflict with those of a regular update: The
manner in which the execution ofwrite conflicting push-transactions and regular up-
dates is carried out depends on the order in which the two arrive at the local scheduler.
If the push-transaction arrives first then the regular update transaction is blocked. Once
the push-transaction has completed, the regular transaction can acquire its necessary
locks from the local lock manager, if these objects/locks have been cached by the
client. Otherwise, the objects/locks are requested from the server. Data objects whose
versions at the client are older than those at the server will be refreshed when the latter
grants the requested locks.

If the push-transaction is initiated after the regular transaction then the latest copies
of the objects accessed by the regular update will have been fetched from the server
(if they are not already present at the client). Therefore, it is necessary to de-schedule
the push-transaction in order to prevent the contents of these objects from getting
corrupted. De-scheduling the push-transaction means that some objects that it would
have updated may remain out of date. Such objects can be identified by their version
numbers. The most recent copies of these objects can be requested from the server.

(iii) Two push-transactions access intersecting sets of database objects: Sometimes the
client’s transaction scheduler is required to decide the order of execution of two (or
more) push-transactions whose write-sets intersect. In such cases, the scheduler can de-
cide which push-transaction should be executed first by examining the version numbers
of the objects accessed by each transaction. Using these version numbers, the transac-
tion scheduler can derive ahappened-beforerelation among the push-transactions and
execute them in that order.

4. Experimental evaluation of the models

To investigate the feasibility of our push-transaction strategies, we have constructed a sim-
ulation model of a data-shipping client-server database system using the CSIM simulation
library [17]. We first evaluated the two push protocols in this setting. Then, in order to
further establish our results, we developed distributed prototypes that allow us to examine
the push mechanisms in a network of workstations (NOW). In this section, we describe
the setups for the simulations and the prototypes, and discuss the results of our experi-
mentation. The key objectives of our combined experimental effort were to investigate the
following:
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(i) the scalability of the two push strategies as the number of clients attached to the server,
and hence the regular and push-transaction load, increases, and

(ii) the effect of the various scheduling policies on the performance of the two push
strategies.

4.1. Baseline experimental parameters

In this subsection, we describe the parameters that are common to the simulations as well as
the prototype experimentation. The database that we have used consisted of 10,000 objects.
The database was resident at the server and the cache of each client was able to accommodate
10% of its size. The database was divided into 10 disjoint partitions and the frequency of
accesses to each partition was determined according to a Normal or a Zipf distribution [18].
The actual probability distributions are shown in figures 10 and 11. There was no restriction
on client accesses to any portion of the database. Therefore, for a system withN clients,
there could beN-way contention for each database object. The network topology used is
that of an Ethernet LAN and is depicted in figure 2.

Figure 10. The database access pattern for each client according to a normal distribution.

Figure 11. The database access pattern for each client according to a Zipf distribution (θ = 0.271, see Appendix).
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In the CSD, regular transaction arrivals at each client have been modeled as a Poisson
processes. The load on the system is varied by changing the number of clients attached
to the server and the percentage of regular update transactions. The CPU processing time
for each transaction was modeled according to an exponential distribution. Each locally
generated client transaction is either an update or a query. The number of objects requested
by each transaction is exponentially distributed around a fixed mean (i.e., Table 1). Database
object requests from client transactions are either shared or exclusive lock requests which
are generated randomly according to the update percentage for the experiment. The server
processes all requests for data objects/locks from the clients, and is also responsible for
maintaining an up-to-date lock table and resolving serialization issues. Objects that have
been fetched from the server are cached at the clients in an inter-transaction manner. The
buffer and disk space available at the clients are used to maintain local data-space.

We work with three sets of experiments as Table 1 indicates. The intention of the first
experiment is to investigate the behavior of the proposed strategies in an environment that
receives sizable updates (i.e., 10% of all transactions are modifications). The second exper-
iment examines the case where the database receives an extreme number of modifications
(i.e., 20%). Finally, the third experiment uses the Zipf distribution for accessing objects. In
this, a limited range of objects receives most of the traffic/work. The specific values of the
parameters for each set of experiments are given in Table 1.

In all our experiments, each client was assumed to be interested in updates that occurred to
approximately 5% of the objects in the database. This set of objects was selected randomly
(Uniform distribution) at the beginning of each experiment. Since the deadline assignment
plays an important role in the evaluation of a time constrained system, we describe our

Table 1. Parameters for each set of experiments (simulations and prototyping).

Experiment set 1 Experiment set 2 Experiment set 3

Parameter Server Client Server Client Server Client
Push protocol push push Push push push push

Database size (objects) 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000

Server main 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500
memory size (objects)

Client memory 100 100 100 100 100 100
cache size (objects)

Client disk 900 900 900 900 900 900
cache size (objects)

Scheduling strategies ED, LS, ED, LS, ED, LS, ED, LS, ED, LS, ED, LS,
FCFS FCFS FCFS FCFS FCFS FCFS

Access distribution Normal Normal Normal Normal Zipf Zipf

Percentage of 10% 10% 20% 20% 10% 10%
regular updates

Average number of 30 30 30 30 30 30
objects accessed
by each transaction
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deadline assignment model in detail. In a data-driven update protocol, an update to a data
value has varying significance to different clients. With this in mind, we define a set of
(client, probability, deadline) triplets for each database object. After an update to an object,
the push scheduler evaluates the set of triplets for that object. For each triplet (Ci , Pi , Di ),
a push-transaction is shipped to ClientCi with probability Pi . This push-transaction has
to reach withinDi time units after the update transaction commits. Thus,Di is the time
interval for which ClientCi recognizes the value of receiving the update. The probabilities
in each triplet are used to emulate the triggering of push-transactions following the probable
satisfaction of client criteria. In the prototype experiments, for both Server–Push and Client–
Push, the cost of evaluating a push-predicate was estimated as an exponentially distributed
delay with an average of 25 milliseconds. This time delay tries to incorporate the cost of
fetching the push-predicate and the corresponding object (from the disk or main memory),
and the cost of evaluating the contents of the object with respect to the predicate criterion.

For each triplet (Ci , Pi , Di ), the push probability (Pi ) was generated uniformly distributed
in the range [0, 1), while the deadline (Di ) was generated according to an exponential
distribution which had the average transaction length as its average. Hence, for most triplets,
the deadlines are moderately tight (figure 12). As an example, let (12, 0.7, 4) be the triplet
for Object91 corresponding toClient12. Since the push probability specified in this triplet
is 0.7, this mean that 70% of the updates toObject91 should be communicated toClient12.
The deadline for the propagation of each such update is 4 seconds.

The results that we present are the:

(i) percentage of update-pushes that reached the clients within their specified deadlines
in the two systems,

(ii) effect of the three scheduling strategies on the efficiency of the two push strategies,
and

(iii) average response times for non-push object requests from clients.

Figure 12. The distribution of deadlines with the number of push deadlines of each value on the Y-axis (for one
run of each set).
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4.2. Simulation experiments

4.2.1. Simulation-specific parameters.The processing time for every update transaction
was modeled as an exponential distribution with a mean of 25 CSIM time units. The dead-
lines for push-transactions were also exponentially distributed with an average of 25 time
units. Transactions were scheduled according to the ED, LS and FCFS scheduling disci-
plines. In addition to these scheduling strategies, we used the CC (Client Count) and DRT
(De-scheduling of Redundant Transactions) criteria to enhance the quality of the sched-
ules. It is important to note that for reasons of simplicity, our simulations have considered
absolute-update transactions only. This is not the case in our prototype experimentation
where relative-updates are allowed as well.

The clients and the server were simulated by CSIM processes. Each CSIM process has
its own private data space. This allows us to simulate the operation of a NOW on a single
workstation. Each simulation was run for 150,000 CSIM time units (which took about
9 hours for 100 clients). The network was also emulated by means of a CSIM process and
all data transfers between the clients and the server were routed through it. Network delays
in the transmission of data or requests were modeled as those in an Ethernet LAN [9].

4.2.2. Simulation results. In the first set of experiments, we compare the efficiency of the
three scheduling algorithms for the Server–Push and Client–Push strategies under moderate
update loads (10% of all accesses to the database are updates). Accesses to the database are
according to a Normal distribution (figure 10). The plots of the percentage of transactions
pushed and completed within their deadlines using the Server–Push strategy are shown
in figure 13. It can be seen that for a small number of clients, the efficiency of no single
scheduling strategy is consistently better than the other strategies. However, as the number
of clients increases, Earliest Deadline scheduling performs marginally better than the FCFS
or LS scheduling policies. The performance of the FCFS strategy is seen to be the worst
with just over 50% of transactions successfully completed in the presence of 100 clients in
the system. The efficiency of the Client–Push method for each of the scheduling algorithms
can also be seen in figure 13. Here, for a small number of clients, there is a perceptible
difference in the performance of the different scheduling strategies. However, as the number
of clients increases, the increased contention for the network and database objects causes
the three scheduling strategies to demonstrate the same levels of efficiency.

Comparing the performances of the two push techniques (figure 13), we see that the
performance of the Client–Push method is considerably better than Server–Push for a small
number of clients. This is because the contention for the network is low, and therefore
the single-stage push-transactions are faster than the two-stage pushes. As the number of
clients becomes larger, the increase in the total number of push-transactions is slightly super-
linear. In Server–Push, the scheduler at the server (with a greater number of transactions
to schedule) is able to generate a better push schedule than the individual schedulers at
the clients in Client–Push, and is also able to identify and de-schedule a greater number of
push-transactions. In both push strategies, the CC criterion is used to enhance the schedules
generated, but it provides greater benefit in the Server–Push strategy. Both optimizations
cause the Server–Push strategy to perform better. This is because the server can examine
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Figure 13. Percentage of push transactions completed within their deadlines (simulation experiment set 1, 10%
updates, normal access distribution).

push-transactions from various sources and propagate the more beneficial ones first. The
other important cause for the rapid deterioration in the performance of the Client–Push
strategy is the increased contention for the network.

The second set of experiments compares the performance of the Server–Push and Client–
Push strategies using the three scheduling strategies under heavy update loads (20% of the
database accesses are updates with a Normal database access distribution). As the plots
in figure 14 show, the higher percentage of updates causes the overall efficiency to be
lower than what we see for 10% updates (Experiment Set 1). This is a direct result of the
increased contention for exclusive locks on database objects as well as the resulting rise
in the contention for the network. The performance of the three scheduling strategies is
very close to each other for up to 80 clients. In the presence of 100 clients, we can see that
the LS scheduling strategy performs the best, followed by the ED and FCFS scheduling
strategies. The efficiency of the Client–Push method for heavy update loads is shown in
figure 14. The results show a similar pattern as the Client–Push strategy in Experiment
Set 1. The main difference in the two is the reduced efficiency caused by the increase in
the percentage of updates. As seen earlier, the push-transaction scheduling algorithms do
not significantly affect the performance of the Client–Push strategy. Comparing the Server–
Push and Client–Push strategies, we see that although the Client–Push method performs
better than the Server–Push method for a small number of clients, its performance degrades
very rapidly as the number of clients in the system increases. Eventually, for a large number
of clients, the Server–Push method exhibits better performance.
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Figure 14. Percentage of push transactions completed within their deadlines (simulation experiment set 2, 20%
updates, normal access distribution).

In the third set of experiments, we evaluated the efficiency of the two push strategies
for a Zipf database access distribution. The percentage of updates was kept at 10%. The
efficiency of the two methods are shown in figure 15. The performance of the two push
strategies follows a similar pattern as that in the previous two sets of experiments. As the
number of clients increases, the network contention in the Client–Push strategy becomes
great enough to obviate the advantage over the two-phase operation of the Server–Push
method.

In figure 16, we show the average response times achieved by the server in serving non-
push object requests (Experiment Set 3). As the number of clients is small, the response
times offered by the server when using the Client–Push method are close to those achieved
using the Server–Push strategy. As the number of clients increases, the average object
request time in the system is much higher when using the Client–Push technique. These
higher response times mean that the throughput of the CSD using Client–Push is lower than
that using Server–Push. The object response times seen in the CSD for Experiment Sets 1
and 2 are very similar to those shown in figure 16.

4.3. Prototype experiments

From the simulation results, it was evident that the Server–Push strategy was a more scal-
able alternative than the Client–Push method for the handling of push-transactions with
time constraints. In order to provide conclusive evidence of this observation, we developed
prototype client-server database systems using Solaris 2.5 socket and thread libraries. One
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Figure 15. Percentage of push transactions completed within their deadlines (simulation experiment set 3, 10%
updates, Zipf access distribution).

Figure 16. Average response times for non-push object requests for simulation experiment set 3 (averaged over
all clients).

system used the Server–Push protocol while the other used the Client–Push method for
pushing updates to clients. The test-bed for our prototype experiments was a system con-
sisting of five Sun ULTRA-1 workstations which were connected by means of a 10 Mbps
Ethernet LAN.
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4.3.1. Prototype-specific parameters.The database consisted of 10,000 objects with the
size of each object as 4,096 bytes. The management of an object database at the clients
and the server was performed using the Paged File (PF) layer library [37]. A paged-file is a
logical collection of equal-sized pages. The PF layer allows random access to any page from
the paged-file and also provides a main-memory page buffer manager. In our experiments,
we assume that one PF page contains exactly one database object.

Communication between the clients and the server was done using TCP sockets. The
use of TCP ensured that the problems of loss of packets and out-of-order packet delivery
were handled automatically. In both systems, the server has been designed to be connection-
oriented, i.e., once a connection has been established between the server and the clients then
that connection is maintained for the duration of the experiment. The overhead of estab-
lishing TCP connections is much higher than that of actual data transfer, and maintaining
open socket connections is one way of avoiding it.

The server and the clients were implemented as multi-threaded programs. At the begin-
ning of the experiment, the server establishes socket connections with each client and creates
a unique thread to handle all future interactions with that client. Using one server-thread
per client allows the greatest possible degree of concurrency in the handling of client data
requests. The global lock table is used in conjunction with a wait-for graph to determine
and resolve deadlocks in client requests [39]. Accesses to the lock table and other common
data were serialized with the help of Solaris mutual exclusion primitives (mutex).

In a major improvement over our simulation experiments, our prototype systems maintain
clients’ object version information, transaction precedence lists (TPL), and the required
transaction scripts so that object copies that are up ton versions behind may be brought up-
to-date using stored push-transactions. This allows the system to manage relative-updates
as well as absolute-updates. An object in a client’s cache that is more thann versions behind
the current copy is updated by just shipping the latest version of the object to the client. In
our experiments, we chose the value ofn as three but, in fact, any value can be used forn if
the corresponding overhead of maintaining the precedence lists and transaction scripts can
be tolerated. An important factor in the choice ofn is the tightness of the push deadlines with
respect to the execution times of push-transactions. When a client-cached object is many
versions behind its latest version, it may be easier to meet the push deadline by shipping the
latest copy of the object than by transferring and executing several push-transactions from
the TPL.

Transactions arrive at each client with an inter-arrival mean time of 5 seconds (Poisson
distribution). The average processing time for each transaction was 5 seconds, exponentially
distributed. The deadlines for the push-transactions were exponentially distributed around
the same average. A transaction (regular or push) is executed by creating a separate thread for
it. The execution of transactions is performed as follows: if all the required data is available
at the client then it is locked by the transaction and loaded into the client’s memory buffers.
Updated objects are marked as dirty so that they are eventually written back to the disk by
the PF layer’s buffer manager. Now, the transactions spends its prescribed CPU processing
time calculating products of random numbers in a loop. Once this loop terminates, the
transaction releases its lock on the data and commits. Here, too, we have used the ED,
LS and FCFS scheduling strategies (in conjunction with CC and DRT) to prioritize the
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push-transactions. For these experiments, we considered 30% of all push-transactions as
relative-updates whereas the other 70% were absolute-updates.

4.3.2. Prototyping results. The percentage of push-transactions that completed within
their deadlines for Experimental Set 1 (as described in Table 1) are shown in figure 17. It
can be seen that the Client–Push strategy performs much better than the Server–Push method
for a small number of clients. The low traffic contention on the network implies that the di-
rect client-to-client push-transactions are much faster than the two-stage push-transactions
through the server. However, once the number of clients increases the percentage of trans-
actions that are successfully completed drops much more rapidly for Client–Push than for
Server–Push. Shipping transactions to the server first, and allowing the latter to determine
whether transactions should be propagated to other clients causes much less network con-
tention than Client–Push. In addition, the server (Server–Push) is able to generate better
push schedules than the individual clients (Client–Push). Since the server has a larger num-
ber of transactions to schedule, it can ensure that transactions that are to be shipped to a
greater number of clients are given a higher priority. As seen earlier in the simulations, the
algorithm used to schedule the push transactions does not have a significant effect on the
percentage of deadlines that are met. The only significant observation that can be made in
this regard is that in Server–Push, the FCFS scheduling strategy is clearly inferior to the
ED and LS algorithms.

An important side-effect of the increased load on the server, and the higher network
delays is an increase in the time that normal (non-push) transactions spend in waiting for

Figure 17. Percentage of push transactions completed within their deadlines (prototype experiment set 1, 10%
updates, normal access distribution).
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Figure 18. Average response times for non-push object requests for prototype experiment set 1 (averaged over
all clients).

Figure 19. Average deadlock detection overhead for non-push object requests (prototype experiment set 1).

their requested data. The average times spent by client transactions while waiting for their
requested data to arrive from the server are shown in figure 18. From this figure, we can see
the average time required for an object request (shared or exclusive lock) to be satisfied by
the server in both systems for increasing numbers of clients. The blocking times for client
object requests increase drastically for the system using Client–Push. In contrast, in the
system using Server–Push, the increase in these blocking times is much more gradual.
The overhead caused by the deadlock detection algorithm is relatively low, even when there
are one hundred clients in the system (figure 19).

The performance of the two push strategies for the second experimental set is shown in
figure 20. Here, the percentage of update transactions is 20% of all transactions. The trends
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Figure 20. Percentage of push transactions completed within their deadlines (prototype experiment set 2, 20%
updates, normal access distribution).

that can be seen here are very similar to those seen in figure 17. An important distinction
is that the overall performance levels are much lower. This is expected since the increased
rate of updates causes a corresponding increase in the number of push-transactions, and
object transfers between clients and servers. Increased conflicting lock requests for data
objects mean that clients are required to give up database objects, and re-fetch them later
if necessary. As the curves show, the Client–Push method is slightly better for 20 clients,
but once the number of clients increases to 40 and above, Server–Push offers a higher level
of efficiency. The key factor that affects the performance of Client–Push is the increased
network contention and latency. This is made worse by the TCP exponential back-off policy.
Figure 21 shows the waiting time for clients’ non-push object requests. The significantly
greater network contention in Client–Push causes a corresponding increase in these waiting
times.

In the final set of experiments, we used the Zipf access distribution to generate clients’
accesses to the database. The percentage of update transactions is 10%. As the curves in
figure 22 show, Server–Push offers a much more stable level of performance as compared
to Client–Push. For 20 clients, the efficiency of Server–Push is 87% and when the number
of clients is increased to 100, the efficiency drops to about 80%. In contrast, as the number
of clients increases beyond 40, the efficiency of Client–Push deteriorates very rapidly and
for 100 clients, only 69% of the push-transactions are able to meet their deadlines. The
difference in transaction blocking times, even for shared locks, becomes considerably worse
in Client–Push as the load increases.
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Figure 21. Average response times for non-push object requests for prototype experiment set 2 (averaged over
all clients).

Figure 22. Percentage of push transactions completed within their deadlines (prototype experiment set 3, 10%
updates, Zipf access distribution).
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Figure 23. Average response times for non-push object requests for prototype experiment set 3 (averaged over
all clients).

Comparing the results of the prototype experiments with those of the simulations, it can
be seen that the results in both follow very similar trends. The major differences that can
be seen in the two sets of results are:

• The performance level of Server–Push is more stable in the prototype experiments than
in the simulations independent of the number of clients attached to the server.
• The percentage of push-transactions that complete successfully is higher in the prototypes

than in the simulation experiments. We believe this is because we had over-estimated
the disk access and network transmission times in our simulations to reflect worst-case
scenarios.

5. Related work

The main question addressed in this paper could be summarized as follows: given a CSD
configuration and an update to the database, what are the alternatives in propagating the
results of this operation tointerestedclients within specific time constraints? Although,
there has been some research into this specific area, there has been considerable interest in
two closely related areas, viz, client-server information and database systems, and active
rule-based systems.

In [2], Alonso et al. proposed the utilization of individual user’s local storage capacity
to cache data locally in an Information Retrieval System. This significantly improves the
response time of user queries that can be satisfied by the cached data. The overhead incurred
is in maintaining valid copies of the cached data at multiple user sites. This overhead is
reduced by allowing copies of the data to diverge from each other in a controlled fashion
(quasi-copies). Propagation of updates to the users’ computers is scheduled at more con-
venient times, for example, when the system is lightly loaded. Delis and Roussopoulos [8]
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examine the problem of managing server imposed updates that affect client cached data.
They introduce five possible strategies and provide simulation results in support of the hy-
potheses. The strategies differ mainly in their approaches to server complexity and network
bandwidth utilization. In the simplest case, updates are sent to clients only on demand while
in more complicated cases, the server maintains a catalog of binding information which
designates the specific areas of the database that each client has cached.

Huang et al. [16] propose Static and Dynamic Divergence Caching in order to reduce
data transmissions between data servers and application points. These two techniques use
the ideas oftolerant reads, and (ii)automatic refresh. When a client makes use of a tolerant
read, it indicates that is willing to accept any of then prior versions of an object. In automatic
refresh, the server provides new data to interested client at constant or variable intervals.
The type of data refresh designates the divergence caching policy used. Keller and Basu
[21] introduce the concept of predicate-based client-side caching in client-server database
architectures. Client queries are executed at the server and the results are used to fill the
client cache. The contents of client caches are described by means of predicates. Only if a
query is not locally computable then it (or a part of it) is sent to the server for execution.
Otherwise, the query is executed on the locally cached data. The server also stores predicate
descriptions of client caches so that clients can be notified when their cached data has been
updated. Several methods are proposed for maintaining the currency of client-cached data:
automatic refresh by the server, invalidation of cached data and predicates, or refresh upon
demand. Predicate indexing [34] and predicate merging techniques are used to efficiently
support examination of a client cache description in answering the cache completeness
question.

In [26], a technique for propagating updates in highly replicated databases is proposed.
Here, the key idea is to construct a minimum-cost spanning tree of the network intercon-
nections between the hosts in the system. Updates are propagated along the edges of this
spanning tree such that when a nodeh receives a message originating at nodeo it is passed
on to all the children ofh with respect too. This procedure ensures that, in the event of no
failures, the update is propagated to all the nodes in the system. The notion of continuous
queries in append-only database systems is discussed in [38]. A continuous query is similar
to a standard query except that once it has been issued, it runs repeatedly at discrete intervals
until a pre-specified stopping condition is reached. In the case of append-only databases,
these continuous queries can be run either on the entire database to provide a complete
result or just on the newly added data records if an incremental result is desired. The design
of an event-driven continual query system called OpenCQ is presented in [24]. Here, an
active data monitoring mechanism is proposed that re-executes the continual queries when-
ever the user-specified events and data conditions occur. OpenCQ is a push-enabled system
in that the delivery of updated information or query results is accomplished without user
intervention. This is an important departure from conventional techniques in DBMSs and
the World-Wide Web which have relied upon users to initiate data update requests.

Maintenance of push-predicates can be achieved with the help of an active database
system. There is a large body of work in this area which covers many aspects of active
databases. They include reaction-rules to updates [10, 13] as well as the usage of integrity
constraints and triggers in prototypes [6, 12, 15, 36, 41].
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In this paper, we evaluate two alternative automatic data update protocols, which differ
from the above approaches in the following ways:

(i) updates to client cached data are delivered in the form of update transactions, and not
as up-to-date copies of database objects,

(ii) the delivery of updated data is neither periodic nor does it depend only on the fact that
the data has been updated. Instead, database clients are allowed to specify their own
sensitivity to change in the contents (value) of the data,

(iii) there are no deadlines on the transactions that perform regular transaction processing.
(iv) the delivery of updated data is constrained by deadlines within which an update to the

data must be pushed to an interested client.

6. Conclusions

With the proliferation of high capacity networks and very powerful workstations, the issue
of automatic update propagation can now be examined in a new light. In this paper, we
propose a data-triggered model for pushing data updates to interested sites in a client-
server database framework. Clients provide a set of predicates that indicate the data they
are interested in as well as the conditions that the cached data values have to comply with.
We develop and evaluate two protocols for the automatic propagation of pertinent updates
to client-cached data, namelyServer–PushandClient–Push. The key difference between
these two protocols is in the location where the client-predicates are evaluated and push-
transactions generated. In Server–Push, data updated at the clients is immediately moved
to the server where the set of client criteria is evaluated. If the conditions specified by a
client are met, then the update is “pushed” to it. The latter is carried out in the form of
a push-transaction (i.e., script). In Client–Push, the set of push-predicates for an object
are shipped to the client that intends to update it. Once the object has been updated, the
client itself examines the set of push-predicates and ships the push-transaction to interested
clients.

These two protocols differ from conventional push techniques in several key aspects,
namely:

• Our proposed push protocols are data-driven, i.e., updates are pushed to clients only when
the updates cause the contents of the data to satisfy client-specified criteria. This is very
different from most existing push techniques which propagate updates to client-cached
data either at periodic intervals or if the data changes.
• Instead of refreshing client-cached data through the propagation of copies of the updated

data, we suggest the use of updating transactions (push-transactions) that make cached
data current by executing on them.
• To ensure timely communication of updates to interested clients, we require that push-

transactions reach such clients within pre-specified time constraints. Hence, the measure
of efficiency that we use is the percentage of updates that are pushed to their destinations
within their deadlines.
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As the first step in our evaluation, we have developed simulation packages of the two
push techniques. Initial results obtained from the simulations indicate that the performance
of the two push mechanisms is directly dependent on the number of clients in the system and
the workload used. To further establish these results, we have developed prototype systems
that ran on a cluster of workstations connected by means of a dedicated LAN. The results
of our prototype experimentation closely matched those derived from the simulations. The
main conclusions we derive from our experimental results are:

• The Client–Push update propagation technique offers better performance in the presence
of a small number of clients. However, Server–Push is much more scalable push alter-
native. The degradation in the efficiency of Server–Push is very gradual as the number
of clients is increased from 20 to 100. These observations were true regardless of the
database access distribution and the percentage of updates in the transaction stream.
• In both push strategies, increased contention for database objects reduced the efficiency

of the system. However, in the Client–Push strategy, contention for the network also
played a significant role in reducing the efficiency of the system.
• As the number of clients increases, the average object response time for non-push requests

becomes considerably larger when using the Client–Push strategy, than when using the
Server–Push method.
• The time constrained scheduling policies used to prioritize the push-transactions had

very little effect on the efficiencies of both systems. The only noticeable effect of these
scheduling techniques was that for Server–Push, the FCFS algorithm was clearly inferior
to the ED and LS algorithms.

We are presently investigating two areas in which to extend our study of the proposed
strategies, namely: (i) the design of push protocols for network configurations other than an
Ethernet LAN. In the presence of several separate paths for client-to-client communication
it may be possible to devise techniques that offer better performance than Server–Push,
and (ii) the use ofa priori application and user information to detect and further eliminate
redundant or unnecessary push-transactions.

Appendix

A.1. Zipf distribution with parameters N (number of ranges) andθ

For ranges 1 toN:

Frequency of Range:Fi = 1

i 1−θ

Probability of Range:Pi = Fi∑N
j=1 Fj
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